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THESIS ABSTRACT
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Erin Jean Consuegra
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122 Typed Pages
Directed by Mark R. Liles
Viruses are the most abundant yet uncharacterized biological entities on the
planet. This thesis is a survey of viral communities in soil, activated sludge (AS), and
influent (IN). Both culture-dependent and culture-independent techniques were used to
assess the viral communities. Linker-amplified shotgun subclone viral metagenomic
libraries were constructed from all environments and a bacteriophage culture collection
was constructed from the activated sludge sample for use in comparison of the two
culture assessment methods.
The bioinformatics analysis of the metagenomic libraries revealed that the viral
communities studied were not well characterized in the GenBank databases and
supported the hypothesis that different environments harbor distinct populations of
viruses.
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INTRODUCTION
Viruses are an integral part of every environment. They not only are of clinical
importance to living organisms, but also play a major role in the recycling of nutrients
and elements in the environment. The study of viruses and their role in the environments
is a constantly expanding field today, but it wasn’t that long ago that scientists were
puzzled over “filterable toxins” not knowing they were about to discover the most diverse
and abundant biological entities on the planet.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
A brief history of virology
Before the advent of Germ Theory the causes of infectious disease were
unknown. There were several different beliefs on what could cause disease, such as bad
odors and witchcraft, but no real evidence to support these guesses. The bone formation
of an ancient Egyptian skeleton is evidence of the oldest know viral caused infection,
Polio, dating back to c. 3700 BC (27, 52). Around 1500 BC Egyptian hieroglyphs shows
a leg deformity characteristic of polio disease symptoms (27, 82). Pharaoh Ramses V
who ruled Egypt from 1149-1145 BC is thought to have suffered from smallpox (27).
Although unsure of what was causing smallpox disease, the Chinese are said to have
began practicing variolation as early as 1000 BC (27). This practice no doubt saved some
of the Chinese people from the devastating effects of the variola virus and the disease it
causes (27). Diseases in plants and animals were described as well. Aristotle described
rabies in dogs, and tulip mosaic disease was first described in 1576 by Carolus Clusius
(82). Before virology even existed as a science, the first vaccine was developed in 1796
for smallpox infections (82).
The microbial world became observable in the mid-1600’s with the invention of
the microscope by Leeuwenhoek. This, along with experiments from many scientists, led
to the development of the germ theory. As the disciplines of bacterial pathogenesis and
bacterial ecology were developing, the importance of viruses in disease and ecology
remained unknown, waiting for their own discovery (82).
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Aldolf Mayer, a German agricultural chemist, became the director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Wageningen, Holland in 1876 (27). During his time in Holland, he
investigated an infection of tobacco plants that gave infected leaves distinct coloring
patterns. Mayer performed a number of experiments to show that the condition was
infectious but was never able to find a bacterium or fungus that was associated with the
disease. His conclusion was that the disease would be later revealed to be caused by a
bacterium (27, 96). Following Mayer, a Russian scientist, Dmitrii Ivanovsky, also
investigated tobacco diseases in the Crimea (27). Ivanovsky used a Chamberland filtercandle to filter the sap of infected leaves (27). By doing this he was able to discover that
the infectious agent was smaller than anything known at that time. He made the
assumption that the disease was caused by either a dissolvable toxin that remained in the
filtered sap or by a bacterium so small it could pass through the filter pores (27). His
discovery was presented to the St. Petersburg Academy of Science on February 12, 1892
(75). In 1898, Martinus W. Beijerinck began experiments with diseased tobacco plants in
the Netherlands (27). Beijerinck also used a filter candle and showed that the filtered sap
was still infectious and was confident that bacteria could not pass through the filter (27).
He also ruled out bacterial infection by placing the sap on agar gel surfaces and observed
there was measurable diffusion through the agar, whereas bacteria would have remained
on the surface of the agar (27). Beijerinck was the first to apply the term “virus” (27).
With this Beijerinck described a new class of disease agents that would later be
discovered to be the most diverse biological entities on the planet. This began years of
testing infectious agents for their filterability determining if the causative agents for a
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number of unexplained diseases such as smallpox, cowpox, yellow fever, and rabies were
indeed caused by viruses (27, 82, 147).
The discovery of the tobacco mosaic virus was soon followed by the discovery of
viruses infecting humans and animals. It wasn’t long until viruses that infected bacterial
cells were discovered. Viruses that infect prokaryotes, called bacteriophage or phage, are
the most numerous type of viruses present in many environments sampled and are very
diverse. The discovery of bacteriophage did not occur without controversy. Perhaps the
first description of phages was made by Hankin, a scientist doing research in the Jumna
and Ganges Rivers in India. Hankin noted that these waters could kill diverse amounts of
bacteria (67). However, Hankin is not credited with being the first to discover
bacteriophages. This credit is shared between two scientists and caused years of
controversy in what became known as the “Twort-d’Herelle Controversy” (136).
Frederick W. Twort was the first to publish on the subject in 1915 (143). He
reported a phenomenon he called a “glassy transformation” that he observed in the
growth of his bacterial culture (143). This discovery was made as a side observation on
his major experiment dealing with the vaccinia virus (136, 143). He noticed the
contaminating micrococci colonies appeared mucoid and watery. He described the
colony morphology as glassy and then discovered that the glassy morphology could be
induced in other regular morphological colonies by the introduction of some of the
watery material (143). He also observed the glassy cultures under the microscope and
observed the degenerations of the cells into small granules (143). He described the
phenomenon as “an acute infectious disease of micrococci” (143). Two years later, in
1917, Félix d’Herelle independently described bacteriophages while at the Pasteur
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Institute in Paris working with bacillary dysentery (43). He described “a microbe that
was antagonistic to bacteria, lysed bacteria in liquid cultures, and killed bacteria in
discrete patches, which he termed plaques, on the surface of agar spread with a film of
bacteria” (43). d’Herelle was the first to coin the term bacteriophages as he saw them as
“ultraviruses” that ate bacteria (136). His further research also verified several
characteristics of phage infection: phage need living cells to multiply, phage lyse the host
cell, phage infection and multiplication is cyclic, and phage can multiply indefinitely
(136). d’Herelle went on to do important work in the fields of phage therapy and phage
biology (136). Although both scientists independently discovered bacteriophage, it
wasn’t until another bacteriologist, Jules Bordet, dug up Twort’s work that the
controversy began (136). Bordet, a Nobel Prize winner, was also involved in phage
research at the Pasteur Institue in Brussels. Due to disagreements about Boret’s and
d’Herelle’s views of phages along with some personal issues, when Boret discovered
Twort’s paper on the “glassy transformation” he challenged Twort’s claim to the
discovery of bacteriophage (136). Although Twort didn’t get fully involved in the
controversy, Bordet and d’Herelle allowed the controversy to continue for about 10 years
(136). It was finally put to rest by Paul-Christian Flue and E. Renaux, two independent
scientists who reviewed the data and concluded that the discovery made by Twort in 1915
and the discovery made by d’Herelle in 1917 were identical (57, 136).
Twort did not pursue further research on bacteriophage, but d’Herelle did, and
made discoveries that led to a field of therapeutic use known as phage therapy (136).
Phage therapy is the use of phage to treat bacterial infections. d’Herelle noted that while
the phage were multiplying the host cells were being lysed (136). He realized the
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medical possibilities when it was noted that in dysentery patients phage titers increased in
the stool samples (136). Based on his growing knowledge of phage biology, and his
observations of phage titers in dysentery patients, d’Herelle and others began to realize
the role phage could play in the treatment of infectious disease. Even though d’Herelle
realized this, he was not the first to try it. The first scientists to use phage therapeutically
were Bruynoghe and Masin from Louvain (24, 136). They injected phage prepared from
a Staphylococcus culture into a cutaneous boil. They did see some improvement
including a reduction in swelling and pain in the boil area and a reduction in fever (24).
d’Herelle’s first work with phage therapy came in 1919 when we worked with a
disease in chickens caused by Bacillus gallinarum (136). d’Herelle reported that the
therapy was a success in that it offered a high degree of protection (41, 136). During his
field trials he noticed that the phage treated flocks had shorter epidemics, lower death
rates, and were not susceptible to recurrent rounds of infection (41). d’Herelle also tested
phage therapy on water buffaloes (39). He discovered that the phage-treated buffaloes
were protected against experimental inoculation of the bacterium Pasteurella multocida
which causes barbone (39). Following his work with birds and buffaloes, d’Herelle
wanted to see if phage therapy would be of therapeutic use in humans. d’Herelle, like
other scientists in his time, decided the best way to do human trials was by selfadministration, tests on his family members, and also some tests on his coworkers (39).
He began by administering a Shiga-bacteriophage to himself and the selected parties both
orally and subcutaneously (39). No adverse effects were observed and so he began
applying the Shiga-bacteriophage to his patients with culture confirmed bacillary
dysentery (39, 136).
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d’Herelle also did phage therapy work on plague victims (42, 135). While he was
in Alexandria, Egypt, d’Herelle came across 4 plague victims passing through on a ship.
They were all culture-confirmed to have the bubonic plague and it wasn’t long before
d’Herelle was injecting their buboes with phage that infected phage that infected Yersinia
pestis, the causative agent of the plague (40). Remarkably, all four patients had a speedy
recovery (40). These results lead to an invitation to the Haffkine Institute in Bombay to
work on phage therapy (136). After d’Herelle visited India, “The Bacteriophage Inquiry”
began and was successful for the treatment of cholera. Consistent reports from India
reported that the use of phage therapy was helping fight the infectious disease and
suggested that it might be used as an established method of treatment for cholera (42,
135, 136).
The fast rise of interest in phage therapy was soon dissipated. A review on the
use of phage therapy was conducted by The Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry in the
1930’s (136). The Council concluded that due to the lack of a standardized method by
which the phage were purified and processed it was difficult if not impossible to compare
the published studies. They noted that there were inconsistencies on the reports of phage
therapy published and were very concerned with the lack of knowledge on the general
biology of phage (48, 136). With World War II and the discovery of antibiotics, research
of phage therapy trials halted in the United States and most of Western Europe.
However, after the war phage therapy research did continue in the Soviet Union and
some other European countries. Since that time, phage therapy has been used in several
studies from Pakistan, England, Romania, France, North America, and others. These
studies range from human trials against cholera in Dacca to cattle trials against E. coli.
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Newer studies using phage therapy to treat infections in aquatic environments appear to
be promising (136).
During the excitement of the phage therapy era, phage biology was overlooked. It
wasn’t until the 1930’s and 40’s that scientists set out to learn more about the nature and
biology of phage. In combination with the research on other viruses, such as tobacco
mosaic virus and poliovirus, scientists began to observe the nature of viruses. Wendell
Stanley was the first to obtain a virus in crystalline form and from there methods and
criteria for viral purification and physical studies began (82). Martin Schlesinger, a
German scientist, was the first to identify the chemical makeup of viruses as proteins and
nucleic acids (128). When the electron microscope made its way onto the scene in 1940,
many questions about the nature of viruses were answered. Scientists got their first
glimpse at the character and different morphologies that viruses possess by the use of this
newly invented microscope (128, 136).
Understanding viral multiplication and replication, however, was a different task
and was studied by several scientists. An American, Emory Ellis, from Caltech began
studying phage and was determined to understand the basic biology of phage and to see
phages role as a model organism. Ellis was not a microbiologist, but instead was a
physical chemist who appreciated the similarities in known viruses. Around this time,
Max Delbrück from Germany, a trained physicist who studied gene structure, was
recruited to come to Caltech and on an unrelated project. Delbrück, who had an interest
in viruses, soon teamed up with Ellis (136). Basing their concept on d’Herelle’s work,
Ellis and Delbrück invented the “one-step growth experiment” to understand the
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fundamental nature of viral replication (50). Delbrück recruited other scientists and soon
led a team studying the T phages (136).
While Delbrück’s group was focused on the lytic coliphages, another research
group set out to explore the lysogenic phages described by Bordet. Beginning in the
1930’s the Wollmans, a married couple who worked in Paris, determined that lysogenic
phages appeared to be part of the “cellular hereditary apparatus” (157). Twenty years
later, two Parisian scientists, Andŕe Lwoff and Antoinette Gutmann, coined the term
“prophage” and through their experiments monitoring phage induction and release led to
a better understanding of the nature of lysogeny (91). Lysogenic research found a model
organism when Lederberg discovered the phage lambda (86, 136, 147). Lambda has
greatly increased scientific knowledge of lysogeny as well as gene expression (136).
As technology improved and new techniques were invented, the field of virology
advanced considerably. Viruses are used in many areas of scientific research from
disease control to bioengineering. Phage research was once limited to culturable host
cells, but today with the use of a culture independent “metagenomic” approach science is
getting a glimpse of phage beyond the lab bench. Throughout the research presented in
this thesis both classical techniques invented by the founding scientists in the field of
microbiology as well as the new culture-independent techniques recently applied to study
diverse viruses in natural environments are discussed. This research is aimed at assessing
the diversity of viruses, especially bacteriophages, in both soil and wastewater microbial
communities, as well as to compare the classical culture-dependent methods with the
newer culture-independent methods for the first time in an evaluation of the diversity of
viruses in a microbial community.
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Viral biology and structure
Viruses are obligate intracellular parasites. They have no means of metabolism
and are dormant when not infecting a suitable host. All viruses consist of two simple
molecules: protein and nucleic acids (some eukaryotic viruses that infect animals can
contain an envelope made out of phospholipids and proteins) (27). This section will
explore the biology of the virus and will detail the structure, replication cycles, and
genetic structures of viruses.
In 1959, Watson and Crick published a theoretical discussion on the structure of
viruses that suggested the use of identical subunits to construct a protein coat arranged
with cubic symmetry (38). This discussion soon shifted from theoretical to actual when
the negative staining technique was published (72). For the first time scientists were able
to visualize the shape of the virus by using the transmission electron microscope. It was
noted early on that there were characteristic shapes and symmetry to viruses (73). It was
Lwoff et al. as well as Casper et al. that went on to create the generally accepted
terminology of capsid, capsomers, envelope, nucleocapsid, and virion (30, 92). The
capsid describes the protein coat that surrounds the genome of the virus (92). The capsid
is constructed by smaller identical proteins that self-assemble (92). These monomer
proteins are referred to as capsomers (92). Together the capsid and the genome compose
the virion (92). The virion is generally referred to as the infectious viral particle (30,
92). It was obvious that the capsids did contain the predicted symmetry. In fact, a
majority of the capsids observed fell into two categories based on the type of symmetry:
cubic or helical (71). Of course there were some viruses, primarily bacteriophage that
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contained a more complex capsid. The cubic symmetrical capsids are icosahedral in
shape containing a 5:3:2 symmetry. The symmetry of the icosahedral virus was further
described by Casper and Klung (31). Helical capsids are tube-like in nature and resemble
a “spiral staircase” wrapping around the viral genome. Some nucleocapsids may be
surrounded by an envelope. The envelope is composed of a phospholipid bilayer,
carbohydrates, and proteins. It is derived from a host cell wall (either external or
internal) and may contain some virally encoded proteins. The envelope, found on animal
viruses, serves many functions such as attachment, disguise, and protection. Many
enveloped viruses, such as the HIV, depend on the envelope for viability. The more
complex capsid morphologies seen in bacteriophage and pox viruses may include tails
and baseplates. The structure of a bacteriophage is perhaps one of the most complex
viral structures known. A typical bacteriophage is composed of an icosahedral shaped
head which contains the genome, a collar, a sheath, a baseplate, spikes, and tail fibers.
The tail fibers are responsible for the specific attachment of the phage to the host cell
receptors. Some phages contain retractable sheaths which are used during infection.
Viruses have the highest degree of genomic structural diversity of any biological
entity. Viral nucleic acid can either be DNA or RNA, but viruses do not contain both.
The structure of the genome can either be circular, linear, or segmented. The viral
genome can be single stranded, double stranded, or a combination of single and double
stranded nucleic acids. The sense of the nucleic acid can either be positive sense,
negative sense, or ambisense. The genome of the virus and the viral mechanism of
mRNA production is used in the Baltimore classification system as a means of sorting
and grouping viruses for classification and taxonomic purposes.
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Viral replication cycles
Viruses are obligate intracellular parasites, and can only replicate with the aid of a
host cell. As early virologists observed, viruses can exist in either a virulent (lytic) cycle
or a temperate (lysogenic) cycle (3, 64). Since the majority of viruses discovered in the
research presented in this thesis are bacteriophage, this discussion will focus on
bacteriophage replication cycles.
Phages can exist in the lytic cycle if they produce progeny phage without
integrating into the host genome, or in the lysogenic cycle which in most cases involved
the integration of the phage genome as a prophage into the host cell chromosome or in
some cases plasmids (3, 20, 25, 89, 118). If a phage exists in the prophage stage, it will
be replicated along with the host cell genome or plasmid. Although little is known about
the factors leading to lysogeny in nature, prophage will typically remain stably integrated
or maintained in the host cell for many generations (20). Environmental stressors can
induce the prophage to resume the lytic functions suppressed by the lysogenic phage (25,
97). Two well studied inducing factors of prophage include ultra violet light (UV-C,
<300nm) and mitomycin C (2, 37, 77, 120). Freifelder reports that 90% of known phage
are prophage, and Casjens states that 60% of sequenced bacterial genomes contain at
least one prophage (29, 58, 77). Edwards and Rohwer report that 3% of genomic DNA
content is composed of prophages and the 75% of the genes in prophage genomes do not
have known functions (49).
Lytic phages are those phages that release their phage progeny by host cell lysis.
Also called virulent phages, these phages are not lysogenic, but rather depend on lysing
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their host cell in order to search for new hosts in which to replicate (20). The lytic phage
replication cycle involves rapid production of intracellular phage particles (154). Due to
the high amounts of host cell lysis due to virulent phage in natural environments, lytic
phage play a role in the biogeochemical cycles which will be discussed in the Viruses in
the Environment section. Virulent phages are also the most important phages used for
phage therapy as they can decrease the numbers of their host cell population.
Bacteriophage have also been shown to exist in two alternative replication cycles:
pseudolysogeny and chronic infection (98, 100). Romig et al. identified pseudolysogeny
as “stalled lytic infections that resume when the dormant host begins vegetative growth”
(126, 154). When host cells are abundant, some phage exist in the shedding replication
cycle in which there is a constant production of phage particles (2).

Viral infection and replication
A virus can exist in three forms: mature virus existing outside the host cell,
vegetative virus existing inside the host cell following adsorption, or as a provirus
existing in a state of lysogeny with the host (3). There are several steps that occur during
viral infection. The first step in viral infection is attachment and adsorption of the mature
viral particle to the host cell. During this step the viral particle will bind specifically to a
complementary host cell receptor. The second step is the penetration step involving the
viral genome entering into the host cell. This can occur by a number of mechanisms
including uncoating, endocytosis, and fusion. Some bacteriophage will release the
enzyme lysozyme from the tail to break down a portion of the cell wall (23). Following
this, the sheath may be used as a “drill” for penetration of host cell membrane.
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Bacteriophage penetration may be aided by the presence of divalent ions such as
magnesium or calcium (149). The third step occurs inside the host cell and involves
biosynthesis and multiplication of viral components at the expense of the host cell
processes. This process is highly variable depending on the construction of the phage
genome. The fourth step involves viral maturation and virion assembly. Finally, the
phage progeny will be released from the host cell by cell lysis or budding, mediated by
the production of lysin and/or holin proteins that rupture the cell from within by inserting
into and degrading the host cell membrane (3).

Bacteriophage classification
Presently there are three proposed methods for bacteriophage classification. The
original and presently used method of classification was proposed by the International
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) over three decades ago. Many
bacteriophage researchers agree that due to the increase in genomic knowledge, the ICTV
methods need to be revised (104). In 1966 the International Congress of Microbiology
met and created the ICTV with the purpose of developing a taxonomic system for viruses
infecting plants, animals, fungi, and bacteria (later conventions included Archaea).
Beginning in 1971, the committee has met regularly to update the taxonomic guidelines.
The ICTV taxonomic system is based on a Linnaeus type hierarchal ranking based on
shared characteristics and attributes (74, 146). Using this system, phage are categorized
into families based on tail length and structure. The families are further broken down
into genus and subgenus by criteria such as genome configuration, genome size, and host
range (104). There are flaws and weaknesses with this system such as: the overlook of
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genomic and proteomic information, the hierarchical system is based on vertical
transmission of genetic characteristics whereas phages undergo large amounts of
horizontal gene exchange (111), and as a system based on physical characteristics,
classification is dependent on electron microscope images. Whether it is the problematic
grouping of the Salmonella phage P22 with the Podoviridae instead of its genetically
related cluster Siphoviridae, the discovery of six Streptococcus pyogenes prophage which
cannot be recognized by the ITCV system, or the failure to classify half the phage for
which entire genomic sequence is known, examples of the shortcoming of this
classification system are seen regularly (15, 55, 104).
It is generally agreed that genomic information should be used to assign
taxonomic identification to phage (104). In bacteria this is simpler due to the
conservation of the 16S ribosomal RNA gene. However, in bacteriophage, the dilemma
arises in the lack of a conserved gene or protein sequence common to all phage as well as
biases due to overrepresentation of certain phage genes in the public databases (122).
Some conserved genes have been identified for certain groups of phage such as DNA
polymerases in the Phycodnaviridae and capsid protein in cyanophages, but no one
conserved gene is found in all phage (34, 35, 61, 130). Even so, there are three proposed
methods of phage classification based on the genomic and proteomic information.
Rohwer and Edwards proposed the “phage proteome tree” that groups phage
relative to their nearest neighbors but also in the context of all other phage (104, 122).
With this method a tree is constructed based on relationships between phage and proteins
(104, 122). The entire predicted proteome for a phage was analyzed by the BLASTp or
PROTDIST program and the results were used to construct a distance matrix (104, 122).
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Data was then parsed based on an e-value of <0.1, <0.01, or <0.001 for the BLASTp data
or penalty score of 5, 10, or 100 for the PROTDIST data (104, 122). The relationship
between proteins allowed for the tree construction (104, 122). By using this relationship,
Rohwer and Edwards were able to group the Salmonella phage P22 with the lamboid-like
phages resolving one of the known shortcomings of the ITCV classification system (122).
The Pittsburg Bacteriophage Institute suggested that due to the mosaic genomes
of phage due to horizontal gene transfer a strictly hierarchal system of classification
could not be used (84, 104, 111). According to their proposed system of classification
“domains” would be determined according to genome type (double stranded DNA, single
stranded DNA, double stranded RNA, single stranded RNA), “divisions” would be
determined based on defining characteristics such as whether the phage is tailed or
filamentous (84, 104). Following these steps, these three tenets would further direct the
classification process: (1) members of a group should exhibit similarity in one or more
loosely defined cohesion mechanism, (2) significant sequence data should be available
for evolutionary assignment to a taxonomic cluster, (3) grouping may be reticulate, in
that phage may simultaneously belong to several groups based on multiple and/or
differing criteria from the first two tenets (84, 104). Criticism of this method is based on
the high complexity of the reticulate classification (104).
Praux et al. described a third method of classification based on comparative
genomics of a structural gene module (104, 115). This method, based on dot plots of
temperate lactococcal phage, was able to delineate and distinguish four phage species and
two genera based on head morphology. Comparative genomics of nonstructural genes
lumped all of the phage studied into one species, but based on the comparative genomics
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of structural genes (which are the most conserved module in dairy phage) allowed for this
distinction (104, 115). Based on the study, Praux et al. proposed five distinct genera for
lactococcal phages (104, 115). The comparative genomics of structural gene approach
was further supported by Chibani-Chennoufi et al. with their work on the SPO1-like
genus (36).
As Nelson notes, all of the above mentioned genomic and proteomic approaches
would ultimately cluster the majority of the bacteriophage in the same groups in which
they are currently classified and would unlikely have an immediate significant impact
(104). Nelson suggests that with the increase in environmental community genome
sequencing of phage in multiple environments, and the fact that most of what these
studies are finding are unknown, it would be best for scientists to wait a bit longer before
reconstructing a phage phylogenetic tree (104).

Viruses and the environment
Viruses are the most abundant and diverse biological entity on the planet. Of the
viral populations in natural environments it has been found that a majority are
bacteriophage (13, 18, 19, 21). This is likely a consequence of prokaryotes being the
most abundant potential hosts. It is estimated that there are approximately 1030
prokaryotes present on earth (151). Others have shown that there are approximately five
to ten viral like particles (VLP) for every prokaryotic cell (121, 159). Together, these
estimates suggest that there may be as many as 1031 free phage on the Earth. Viral counts
by electron and epifluorescence microscopy show that there are approximately 106-107
VLP per ml in the world’s oceans and lakes and 108-109 VLP per g of sediment and top
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soil (9, 14, 44, 70, 93, 105, 147, 159). With viruses infecting all domains of life, the
diversity of viral species exceeds that of living organisms. The diversity of phage species
alone is estimated at around 100 million species (121). Viruses play a major role in the
environment. They affect nutrient cycles, affect population dynamics, and are
responsible for horizontal gene exchange.
Phages have been shown to be an important part of global biogeochemical cycles
(17, 141, 142). The transfer of energy and nutrients to higher trophic levels in the ocean
is greatly influenced by the microbial food web (12, 112). This microbial food web
consists of a dissolved organic matter (DOM) cycle in which heterotrophic prokaryotes
incorporate DOM and are lysed by viral infections (60, 137, 152). DOM may be
consumed by a diverse population of marine heterotrophic bacteria and these bacteria are
either lysed by phage or consumed by protists (60, 81). The lysis of bacteria results in an
increase in the DOM which is then consumed again by the heterotrophic bacteria (137,
152). It is estimated that phage lyse around 50% of the bacterial population present in
marine environments (60). Wilhelm et al. estimates that viral lysis is responsible for the
recycling of 6-26% of the photosynthetically fixed organic carbon into (DOM) (152).
This loop can be sped up or slowed down by the rate of viral lysis and this process may
play a role in altering atmospheric CO2 levels (59, 137).
Phages also affect the population dynamics of a given environment (98). In some
environments phage may be the only predators to their bacterial hosts (22, 129). It has
been estimated that phage are responsible for 20-50% of bacterial lysis, thereby greatly
influencing the microbial food web and host cell populations (112, 137, 138). Examples
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of the use of phage to control host cell populations can be applied in the form of phage
therapy (reviewed previously).
Perhaps one of the more influential roles of viruses in the environment is their
role in horizontal gene transfer. This process may be a driving force in both microbial
and viral evolution (108, 150). Phages mediate genetic exchange through generalized
and specialized transduction (1, 53, 76, 108, 109, 148). Jiang et al. estimates that there
are 1014 transduction events per year in Tampa Bay Estuary, Florida (76). Paul et al. .
estimated that every year in the world’s oceans 1028 base pairs of DNA are transduced by
bacteriophage (110). Phage have been found to contain virulence factors and other genes
that are important in disease, in what is termed lysogenic conversion (16, 121). These
genetic exchanges can alter the host cell phenotype (101, 116, 144).

Metagenomics
Even in the earliest studies of environmental microbiology scientists noted that
there were more microorganisms present in the sample then they were able to cultivate in
the lab. This phenomenon, known as the “great plate count anomaly”, has been a driving
impetus to develop culture-independent techniques, for example many studies now assess
bacterial diversity and community structure based on 16S rRNA gene sequences directly
PCR amplified from community genomic DNA. However, while rRNA sequence
provide a means to observe the phylogenetic diversity of microbial communities without
the cultivation bias, the functional diversity within a microbial community cannot be
assessed via a single phylogenetic marker. To investigate the functional genetic diversity
present in natural environments, investigators developed culture-independent methods for
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cloning and sequencing genomic DNA isolated directly from natural environments (131).
Metagenomics, a term coined by Jo Handelsman, is the use of molecular genomic
techniques to study an entire community of microorganisms in a given habitat (66). The
use of metagenomic studies, both sequence-based and function-based, has revolutionized
the way scientist study microorganisms. The first metagenomic library was published in
1995, and since then numerous libraries have been made from varying environments and
for varying target microbes including viruses (69). One of the largest metagenomic
projects was the Sargasso Sea project which sequenced 1.045 billion base pairs of nonredundant sequences (145). Within this database of marine metagenomic sequences 148
previously unknown bacterial phylotypes and 1.2 million previously unknown genes
were identified (145). Not only has metagenomics provided insight into a vast amount of
unknown species and genetic heterogeneity present within natural environments,
scientists have also been able identified novel enzymes and antibiotics that have had
biotechnological applications (65, 132).
The use of metagenomics to study prokaryotic, eubacterial and archeal
communities in diverse environments is been used with increasing frequency (127, 133).
By studying 16S rRNA gene libraries, scientists have realized that prokaryotic diversity
is far greater than previously expected, and the number of divisions within the domain
Eubacteria has increased from only 12 in the year 1988 to over 40 recognized divisions
currently, with many Eubacteria divisions lacking any cultured representatives (132).
Metagenomic studies have recently been used to examine the genetic diversity of viral
communities. Constructing and studying metagenomic libraries for viral communities
has many challenges that must be overcome. There is no conserved gene, such as the 16S
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rRNA gene in bacteria, found in all viruses. Without an evolutionarily conserved gene
within all viral genomes, studying a viral population or viral metagenomic library for
community structure is more difficult. Also, viruses contain many genes that would be
toxic to an E. coli clone, which is a typical host used for analysis in the laboratory. These
genes encoding for proteins such as lysozyme and holins must be interrupted before the
cloning process (21). Rohwer’s group was able to overcome the construction challenges
by creating a linker amplified shotgun library based on technology developed by the
Lucigen Corporation (Middleton, WI) (21, 124, 125). This library construction technique
has been used several times to study the viral metagenome of human feces, surface
seawater, marine sediments, viroplankton of the Chesapeake Bay, and soil (13, 18, 19,
21). Studies of these libraries indicate that 30%-75% of environmental viral sequences
are completely novel (13, 18, 19, 21). Edwards and Rohwer reports that a comparison of
964,094 ORFs from the Sargasso Sea metagenome revealed that <1% had significant
similarity (E-value ≤1 x 10–5) to known phage genes (49, 145). With viruses having such
ecological importance, this amount of unknown data is significant, but also not
unexpected given the paucity of our knowledge of viral genetic diversity in natural
environments.
Without an identifying conserved gene, taxonomic studies on these libraries use a
variety of approaches for comparative genomic analysis. After being compared to
GenBank non-redundant databases, a majority of the significant (e-value ≤0.001) hits in
every viral metagenomic library analyzed to date are to bacterial proteins. These findings
may appear to represent contamination of the libraries, but purification steps and
additional studies have shown that this is not the case (19, 21). Hits to proteins of non-
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viral origin are acceptable and expected due to the following reasons: (a) the viral
purification process used to construct the libraries separates viruses from contaminating
microorganisms and free DNA, (b) open reading frames in purified cultured phage
genomes are often more similar to bacterial open reading frames than to those of other
phages, (c) forward and reverse sequencing from a single clone can result in one viral and
one bacterial read, (d) hits may represent uncharacterized prophages or sequences from
transducing phages, (e) BLAST searches with the predicted ORFs from the genomes of
cultured phages resulted in 50% and 30% of the significant hits being bacterial in origin,
respectively (18, 19, 21, 111, 117), and (f) perhaps most significantly, the existing
GenBank databases are largely populated by prokaryotic sequences and lack any
significant inclusion of environmental viruses (at least currently). Edwards and Rohwer
reports that “approximately 65% of phage genes have no homologues at all, even within
other phage genomes or with sequenced phage genes” and they go on to estimate that
“about 1% of the microbial metagenomes encode phage proteins” (49). A summary of
the taxonomic breakdowns from each viral metagenomic library can be seen in Table 1.
Of the viral hits, an overwhelming majority (~98%) hit to bacteriophage (13, 19, 21).
This is consistent with the results of Wommack et al. (160).
Getting a glimpse at the taxonomic representation contained in the viral
metagenomic library is useful, but understanding the richness and evenness of the
community is important as well. Assessing this information from living microbial
communities is done through tools such as a rarefaction curve which can plot the number
of individuals counted in the sample verses the total number of species sampled (63).
This method cannot be applied to the viral libraries due to there being no identifying gene
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used for species determination. Previous studies have used contig assembly to assess the
community diversity represented by the viral libraries. All of the sequence reads are run
through an alignment process by which if they are 98% identical over a minimum of 20
base pairs they will form a contig. These contig parameters were determined by Brietbart
et al. on the basis of stringency settings that were able to differentiate between the closely
related T3 and T7 coliphages, indicating that when a contig forms it represents an
alignment between sequences from the same phage or a very closely related phage (21).
Sequences from species with higher relative abundance will form contigs, whereas
species with lower relative abundance will be represented by single sequence reads. The
statistical analysis program used to represent the contig data was created by Angly et al.
(6). They developed a free online bioinformatics tool, Phage Communities from Contig
Spectrum (PHACCS), which uses a modified Lander-Waterman algorithm to predict an
underlying contig spectrum (6). The user inputs the experimentally determined contig
spectrum, average genome size, average shotgun DNA sequence length, and the
minimum overlap length used for the assembly (6). The PHACCS tool will output six
possible community structure models (6). The user can then select the best descriptive
model for a community structure based on the error value predicted by the PHACCS
algorithm (6). The values of the error can be roughly interpreted as logarithms of the odds
ratio of the observed contigs produced from the viral community distributions (6).
Community structures using this tool for the viral metagenomic libraries presented can be
seen in Table 2.
For several years the application of metagenomics to environmental studies was
limited due to its high cost. In 2006 Margulies et al. published a sequencing-by-synthesis
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technology that is less expensive to sequence per base pair and eliminated the need for
the construction of a clone library (94). The downside is that is produces smaller
sequence reads (100-200 bp) than the normal Sanger dideoxy sequencing method (94,
158). Although useful for whole genome sequencing approaches, its use for
environmental metagenomic studies was questioned by Wommack et al. (62, 158). In
their study, Wommack et al. compared BLAST and COG analysis for longer (~750 bp)
and randomly created short reads for three metagenomic libraries. They showed that
BLASTx searches against the GenBank nr database found far fewer homologs within the
short-sequence libraries, especially in the viroplankton metagenomic library (158). They
also were able to show that more distant homologs of microbial and viral genes are not
detected by short-read sequences, thus coming to the conclusion that for environmental
metagenomics, especially for viral communities, read length matters (158).

Viral ecology of soil
Although the microbiology of soil has been studied extensively, the ecology and
diversity of viruses in the soil is poorly understood. Previous studies tend to focus on
phage/host systems and population dynamics of cultured microorganisms (10, 11, 107).
One study of phage in the rhizosphere of sugar beets showed that “temporal dynamics of
phage and host populations were almost identical over three consecutive years” (10, 155).
There is also extensive research to describe the interactions between viral particles and
soil surfaces (153). Unfortunately, many of these studies were conducted with enteric
bacteriophage or other phage which are exogenous to soils (153). From these studies it is
known that the composition of soil influences viral adsorption. Factors such as pH (90),
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dissolved organic matter (113), and soil content (such as water, clay, and organic matter
content) (78, 99), as well as viral characteristics (32, 47) can affect viral interactions in
the soil (153). Even with all of this work, it wasn’t until recently that researchers
examined the abundance of autochthonous soil viruses (9, 56, 153, 155).
The first report of direct counts of soil bacteriophage came in 2002 by Ashelford
et al. In their study, viral direct counts were determined by TEM. Until this point,
estimates of viral numbers in the soil had only been assessed by culture-dependent
methods (8, 26, 28, 83, 95, 119) and, by these estimates, an average of 4 x 104 viruses g-1
of soil were reported. Due to potential biases due to nonspecific interactions of soil
particles with DNA stains, and the desire to view phage morphology, Ashelford et al.
only used TEM for their counts. They report a mean of 1.5 x 10 7 g-1 bacteriophages in
an agricultural soil. Based on a second experiment where they spiked a known amount of
phage in the soil, they estimate that this mean is underestimating the total viral counts by
“40-fold for tailed phage and 8-fold for VLPs” (9). They claim that damage done to the
viruses during the sample processing methods, along with some loss during storing and
fixing was to account for this underestimation. Based on their data, they concluded that,
“predation of bacteria by viruses will be an important factor in controlling and
stimulating the growth of bacterial populations in soil” (9). They also concluded that
bacteriophage are important mediators of gene transfer in soil (9).
A few years later, Williamson et al. looked at the abundance and diversity of
viruses in six Delaware soils (153). They studied three types of soil: agricultural, coastal
plain forest, and piedmont forest soils. They based their viral counts on epifluorescence
microscopy and their diversity estimates on morphological differences seen by TEM.
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Several observations were made: First, they found the highest VLP abundances in the
wetland soil sample (~ 3 x 109 VLP g-1), next highest in the forest upland soils (<3 x 109
VLP g-1), and the lowest being in the agricultural soil (<1 x 109 VLP g-1) (153). This
correlated with data showing that the wetland soil sample also had the highest number of
bacterial cells. The high number of VLPs observed in the wetland soil was explained by
the high water content and the addition of viruses transported by runoff events from
higher lands. The low VLP counts in the agricultural soil was explained by land practices
affecting the bacterial counts (which were also very low) and viral counts in similar ways
(153). Secondly, they found that the viral population of all six soils was dominated by
tailed viruses assumed to be bacteriophage (153). They also noticed diversity
differences among the viral communities of each soil based on observed morphologies.
Varying capsid shapes were observed including rarely reported elongated capsids and
filamentous viruses. A mean capsid diameter of around 50nm was observed to be
consistent for all six soils (153). They concluded that based on morphology, the four
forested soils had the highest diversity (153).
A study of bacteria, archaea, fungi and viruses in prairie, desert, and rainforest
soil was conducted by Fierer et al. (56). For the viral diversity analyses, they constructed
a viral metagenomic library. Using contig spectrum analysis (described above) they
estimated the operational taxonomic unit (OTU) richness of the viral community to be
greater than 1010 OTUs and the percent abundance of the most common OTU to be
between 5% (rainforest) and <1% (desert) (56). Their data suggests that viral
communities are both locally and globally diverse. Using a tBLASTx comparison of the
metagenomic viral sequences to the GenBank nr/nt database, they found that the majority
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of the sequences showed no significant (E-value <0.001) similarities. They observed
several significant hits to phage with the most hits to Actinoplanes φAsp2,
Mycobacterium φBxz1, streptomyces venezuelae φVWB, Haloarcula hispanica φSJ1,
Mycobacterium φRosebush, and Myxococcus xanthus φMx8 (56). A comparison of the
soil viral metagenomic libraries with other previously described metagenomic libraries
suggested that “distinct habitats harbor distinct viral communities” (56).

Viral ecology of wastewater
There have been many studies which have looked at the role viruses play in
activated sludge. Most of the studies have examined coliphages or other specific
host/phage relationships and the role of these relationships in the wastewater system (7,
46, 85, 87, 140). Only a handful of studies have looked at total viral communities in
activated sludge (51, 68, 79, 80, 88, 106). Out of these studies, all of them were culturedependent studies. The exception to this was Otawa et al. who used direct counts by
epifluorescent microscopy and pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) to study viral
communities (106). From these studies several observations have been made. Ewert and
Paynter observed an increase in viral numbers in activated sludge compared with influent
based on their direct counts by electron microscopy (51). This observation was supported
by other studies, and the conclusion was made that the activated sludge process is
involved in the promotion of viral production (68, 106). Total viral counts in activated
sludge reported have varied based on isolation techniques and counting methods, but
highest counts were observed by Otawa et al. who observed 108 – 109 viral like particles
(VLPs) per ml of activated sludge (106). Culture-dependent studies that have looked for
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phage infecting bacterial cultures isolated from activated sludge have found that phage
could be isolated from around 30%-60% of the cultured bacterial isolates (79, 80, 88).
Hantula et al. found phage that infected approximately 18% of their cultured bacterial
isolates from activated sludge and that the phages exhibited a broad host range (68).
They also noted that approximately 16% of those phage were thermosensitive (68). It has
been noted by several studies that coliphages are seen in high titers in influent, but seem
to decline in activated sludge (64, 161). Another unexplained phenomenon observed in a
culture collection from activated sludge was the disappearance and reappearance of a
cultured phage (68).
The only culture-independent study of viruses in activated sludge was conducted
by Otawa et al. They looked at total viral communities using epifluorescence microscopy
and PFGE from 14 full-scale waste water treatment plants (WWTP) (106). From their
studies they noted the range of size of viral genomes in activated sludge to be between 40
and >200kb with 40-70 kb sized genomes the most frequent (106). They also observed
similar PFGE band patterns which indicated that activated sludge processes could contain
common viral communities (106). Varying temporal behaviors in the laboratory-scale
reactor were observed with two distinct bands emerging and disappearing within a very
short time period (106).
The study of viral communities in activated sludge has many practical
applications. Withey et al. suggests many ways in which bacteriophages could be used to
improve effluent and sludge emissions. They suggest that the application of phage
therapy to activated sludge could be used for pathogen control, improving dewaterablility
and digestibility, and the control of various activated sludge bacterial communities such
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as those that produce foam and the non-phosphate accumulating bacteria (156).
Although it is known that phages exist in high numbers in activated sludge, the exact role
the phages play in this environment is poorly understood (106).
Through the development of newer non-culture based techniques science has been
given a glimpse into the previously unseen world of total microbial communities. The
research presented in this thesis uses a combination of the classical culture based
techniques as well as the newer metagenomic techniques to give a better understanding of
the total viral communities in soil, activated sludge, and influent. It also presents a
comparative study of the two techniques to determine the precision of each technique
relative to each other.
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Table1. A comparison of taxonomic breakdown of significant hits from four
metagenomic libraries (13, 18, 19, 21). All percentages are approximates.
Human

Scripps

Mission

Mission Bay

Chesapeake

Feces

Pier

Bay

Sediments

Bay
Viroplankton

Viral

27%

38%

31%

47%

44%

Eubacterial 50%

32%

23%

31%

47%

Archaeal

6%

2%

<1%

3%

1%

Eukaryotic

4%

5%

12%

9%

7%

Othera

13%

28%

33%

11%

N/A

a

Breitbart et. al also categorized hits into repeat and mobile genetic element categories, Bench et. al. did

not include these categories
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Table 2 – Comparison of PHACCS analysis between four metagenomic libraries
Feces

Scripps Pier

Mission Bay

Mission

Viroplankton

Bay

in Cheseapeak

Sediments Baya
Rank-

Power law

Power law

Power law

abundance

Power

Power law

law

form
Error

9.79

1.84

2.15

0.0104

Not reported

Richness

2,390

3,350

7,180

7,340

4,110

Evenness

0.873

0.932

0.9

1

0.999

Most

4.8%

2.03%

2.63%

0.0136

0.065%

6.8 nats

7.57 nats

7.99 nats

8.9 nats

8.31 nats

(genotypes)

abundant
genotype
ShannonWiener index
a

Based on all sequences with a 50kb average genome size
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METAGENOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE VIRAL COMMUNITY IN A
WISCONSIN SOIL AND A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOIL VIRAL
METAGENOMES
Abstract
A linker-amplified shotgun subclone viral library was constructed from wetland
soil at the Curtiss Prairie at the University of Wisconsin’s Arboretum. From the clones,
1,399 (1.2MB) sequence reads were analyzed. Sequences were compared against the
GenBank databases as well as other viral metagenomes from soil and other environments.
Based on a tBLASTx comparison of the 1,399 sequences fragments to the GenBank nr/nt
and env_nt databases, 50% were known, 17% were unknown, and 32% were novel.
Using a 0.001 cutoff E-value, 17% of the significant hits were to viral genomes with
bacteriophages representing 93% of these viral hits. Siphoviridae were the most
commonly found significant hit. Contig assembly indicated a high frequency of hits with
similarity to an Actinoplanes Asp2 phage. A comparison of viral metagenomes by G+C
content and BLAST comparisons further supports the conclusion that soils harbor a
distinct community of viruses that differs from the viral communities in other
environments, and that the soil viral community reflects the phylogenetic diversity of
their prokaryotic hosts, with a high relative abundance of Actinophages present in soil
viral metagenomic libraries.
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Introduction
The microbiology of soil has been studied extensively, but the ecology and
diversity of viruses in the soil is poorly understood. Historically, soil viral research has
involved studies on phage-host systems and population dynamics of the cultured soil
microorganisms (10, 11, 107) and interactions of phage and soil particles (mostly using
exogenous enteric bacteriophage) (153). Recently there have been studies conducted to
look at the abundance of autochthonous soil viruses (9, 56, 153, 155).
Few studies have been conducted to examine the total viral communities in soil,
but these have demonstrated that viruses are abundant and maintain an important niche in
the soil environment. Ashelford et al. a reported grand mean of 1.5 x 10 7 VLP g-1
bacteriophage in soil, but clamed this was an eight-fold underestimation of the VLPs in
the soil environment (9). Williamson et al. followed this with a study that reported ~ 3 x
109 VLPs g-1 in a wetland soil sample, <3 x 109 VLPs g-1 in a forest upland soil, and <1 x
109 VLPs g-1 in an agricultural soil (153). This study suggested that water content,
topography, and land practices can affect the abundance and types of viruses found (153).
However, all of their samples were dominated by tailed bacteriophages (9, 153). Not
only did these studies report that soil viruses are abundant, they also suggested ecological
roles that these viruses might play in the soil environment. Ashelford et al. reported that
“predation of bacteria by viruses will be an important factor in controlling and
stimulating the growth of bacterial populations in soil” (9), and also concluded that
bacteriophage are important mediators of gene transfer in soil (9).
At the onset of this study, no previous culture-independent analysis of soil viral
communities had been published. Currently, besides the library described in this paper,
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two other soil viral metagenomic libraries have been constructed and analyzed to our
knowledge. One of those libraries, constructed by Wommack et al., is reported in this
study (personal communication). The other library was constructed by Fierer et al. (56).
Using contig spectrum analysis (described above) the operational taxonomic unit (OTU)
richness of the viral community was estimated to be greater than 1010 OTUs and the
percent abundance of the most common OUT was estimated to be between 5%
(rainforest) and <1% (desert) (56). These data suggested that viral communities are both
locally and globally diverse. Using a tBLASTx comparison of the metagenomic viral
sequences to GenBank nr/nt, the majority of the sequences showed no significant (Evalue <0.001) similarities. The most frequently observed significant hits to phage genes
were to Actinoplanes φAsp2, Mycobacterium φBxz1, Streptomyces venezuelae φVWB,
Haloarcula hispanica φSJ1, Mycobacterium φRosebush, and Myxococcus xanthus φMx8
(56). A comparison of the soil viral metagenomic libraries with other previously
described metagenomic libraries suggested that each habitat harbors its own distinct
community of viruses, as the soil viral communities are distinct from viral communities
in other natural environments and more similar to one another than to any other database
of viral community metagenomes (56).
The work in this chapter supports and extends the conclusions of previously
published analyses of soil viral communities. The soil chosen for this study was a
wetland soil at the Curtiss Prairie at the University of Wisconsin’s Arboretum, which is
described as the world’s oldest restored prairie in existence. Planted by the Works
Progress Administration in the 1930’s during the Great Depression, the Curtiss Prairie
was the only restored prairie in the UW-Arboretum to have native plants planted
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according to a water saturation gradient (Dr. Joy Zedler, UW-Madison, personal
communication) and has been the subject of numerous ecological restoration studies.
Despite not being the first published study to examine soil viral communities via a
culture-independent methodology, this study will add to the wealth of new information
regarding viral communities in natural habitats and has laid the foundation for research
efforts in later chapters.

Materials and Methods
Sample collection and processing
Approximately 500 g of soil were collected from the Curtiss Prairie, UWArboretum on July 14, 2004. The soil was homogenized in a beef extract buffer for 4
hours (155). Soil debris and microbial cells were removed by differential centrifugation
and the viral concentrate was filtered through a 0.45 micron PVDF membrane.
DNA isolation
The filtered viral sample was treated with Benzonase (250 units/μl final
concentration) at 37˚C overnight to eliminate any contaminating DNA. Following
benzonase inactivation (addition of 10 mM EDTA and heating at 70°C for 10 min)
proteinase K (1mg ml-1 final) and 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate were added and incubated
at 37˚C for 2 hours to degrade viral protein coats. Proteins were removed by
phenol:cholorfom extraction and DNA was recovered by an isopropanol precipitation.
The purified DNA was sent to the Lucigen Corp. for library construction.
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Library construction and sequencing
Random shotgun genomic libraries of the viral communities were prepared at the
Lucigen Corp. (21, 124). Viral DNA was fragmented to approximately 1 to 3 kb
fragments and end-repaired to blunt-end each dsDNA molecule. The dsDNA was then
ligated to an adaptor (20 bp dsDNA sequence), and then primers specific to the adaptor
sequence were used to PCR amplify the dsDNA fragments, using only 15 rounds of
amplification. The viral amplicons were then purified over a column and ligated into the
pSmartLC vector, a low-copy cloning vector that has transcriptional terminators flanking
the cloning site to prevent transcription of viral gene (21, 124). Since many viralencoded gene products may be toxic to E. coli, this decreases cloning bias associated with
underrepresentation of clones containing genes toxic to the bacterial host. The ligation
was transformed into an E. coli strain DH10B and a glycerol stock was prepared of the
transformation mixture. The transformation was shipped to Auburn University, where
the number of transformants per microliter was assessed. Transformants were plated
onto LB agar containing Kan (30 μg/ml) and were picked using the Genetix QPix2
colony picking robot into 96-well format. After growth, sterile 50% glycerol was added
to each well (final concentration, 15%) and plates were frozen at -80°C. Eighteen plates
were selected and sent to the Lucigen Corp. for BigDye sequencing.
Sequence analysis
Sequences were screened for vector sequence, linker sequence, and minimum
base quality using Sequencher 4.8 program. Sequences were then manually monitored
for sequence quality. Following removal of poor sequences there were 1,399 quality
sequences (1.2MB). For taxonomy assignments sequences were compared against the
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GenBank nr/nt and env databases using a tBLASTx comparison. The top 5 hits were
used for analysis and only matches with an E-value of ≤0.001 were considered
significant. Significant hits were categorized as either viral, bacterial, archaeal,
eukaryotic, or a mobile genetic element. In cases where multiple significant hits were
observed for a single query sequence, the sequence was preferentially classified as viral if
the hit occurred within the top five hits (21). Mobile elements consisted of plasmids and
synthetic sequences. Significant hits to phages were further classified into phage families
according to The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) classification
(74).
Contig assembly
Contig assembly was conducted using the Sequencher 4.8 program using varied
stringency settings. The lowest stringency setting used was 80% identity with 20bp
overlap, the medium stringency setting used was 85% identity with 20bp overlap, and the
highest stringency setting was 98% identity with 20bp overlap. Contig assembly at 80%
and 85% identities resulted in large overlapping contigs with the largest contig containing
41 and 18 sequences, respectively. The contig spectra used for diversity estimates was
the most stringent assembly (98% ID, 20bp overlap) and the resulting spectra is [1339 25
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]. Diversity estimates were constructed using the free online
PHACCS tool (6) found at http://biome.sdsu.edu/phaccs/. The best fitting rankabundance form was the logarithmic.
Community comparison methods
G+C distribution plots and heat plots were generated using a bioinformatics script
constructed at the University of Delaware (unpublished data and personal
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communication). The average G+C content of each sequence was calculated and then
plotted to produce a distribution of G+C content for each viral metagenomic library.
Viral metagenomic library sequences from the Chesapeake Bay, Delaware soil,
Wisconsin soil, two Yellowstone National Park hot springs (Octopus Spring, Little Hot
Creek), a hydrothermal vent sample, and a deep sea sample were compared against
sequences from the GenBank nr/nt and env_nr databases, a viral database, and cross
compared against the Chesapeak Bay and Delaware soil viromes using tBLASTx. A heat
plot was constructed using low E-values to represent higher similarity. Collective Evalues for each library comparison were then based on a color scale to indicate similarity.

Results and Discussion
Metagenomic library breakdown
A soil viral metagenomic library was constructed from a prairie wetland soil at
the Univ. Wisconsin Arboretum, Madison, Wisconsin. A total of 1,728 viral genome
fragments were subcloned and sequenced. Following sequence clean up 1,399 unique
sequence fragments were analyzed. The average read length was 806 base pairs and the
G+C content of each sequence was normally distributed between 30 and 69%, with a
mean of 56%.
Bioinformatic analysis
Following sequence generation, the quality sequence reads from the soil library
were compared to multiple databases in GenBank. Sequence fragments were categorized
as either 1) known, 2) unknown, or 3) novel based on comparison to the non-redundant
nucleotide and the environmental nucleotide databases by tBLASTx analysis. A
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sequence with a significant hit to the nr/nt database was considered known. A sequence
with no significant hit to the nr/nt database and a significant hit to the env/nt database
was considered as unknown. A sequence with no significant hit to either database was
considered novel. Of the 1,399 sequence fragments, 50% were known, 17% were
unknown, and 32% were novel (Figure 1A). The known hits were further broken down
into taxonomic groups. Taxonomic assignments were made based on significant hits to
the nr/nt database using a tBLASTx comparison. The top 5 significant hits for each
sequence were considered. If a hit to a viral genome was in the top 5 the sequence was
preferentially called as viral. Hits to mobile genetic elements were classified in a
separate category and included plasmids and synthetic sequences. Of the 703 known hits,
69% hit to bacterial genomes, 17% hit to viral genomes, 4% hit to MGE, and 0.8% hit to
archaeal genomes (Figure 1B). The taxonomic groups for both libraries were further
categorized.
The high number of non-viral hits in the taxonomic distribution may appear to be
counterintuitive if this library represents solely viral genome sequences. However, after
reviewing previous viral metagenomic analyses from natural environments and
considering the high frequency of lysogenic viruses, the high number of non-viral hits is
to be expected. First, the methodology used to isolate and purify the viruses takes
measures to prevent contaminating prokaryotic cells (i.e., differential centrifugation and
membrane filtration) and contaminating DNA (i.e., exonuclease digestion) from
interfering with the sample. The CsCl gradient step will free the viral sample of not only
contaminating cell, but also contaminating free floating DNA that might be present (21,
134). An exonuclease step was also included prior to viral lysis to further eliminate any
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contaminating prokaryotic DNA. Secondly, since viruses require such an intimate
relation with their host, it is reported that many viruses mimic their host cell
characteristics (such as G+C content and tetranucleotide usage frequencies) leading to an
expected “background of homology” between virus and host (13, 114). Thirdly, studies
on purified phage cultures show that that 30%-50% of phage ORFs will give significant
BLAST hits to bacterial homologs (19, 33, 111, 123). Pedulla et al. showed that purified
phage genomes are more similar to bacterial ORFs than to other phage ORFS (19, 111).
Fourth, non-viral hits could represent uncharacterized prophage or transducing phages.
Finally, with only a handful of viral metagenomic studies conducted, there is little
information on viral communities represented in the GenBank database. This accounts
for the low percentage of viral hits to the GenBank database.
Eleven different phyla as well as some unclassified hits were represented in the
488 bacterial hits. The phylogenetic breakdown of the AS bacterial hits to the
representing phylum are as follows: Proteobacteria (n=239, 49%), Actinobacteria
(n=173, 35.5%), Firmicutes (n=26, 5.3%), Cyanobacteria (n=8, 1.6%), DeinococcusThermus (n=10, 2%), Chloroflexi (n=8, 1.6%), Chlorobi (n=3, 0.6%), Planctomycetes
(n=2, 0.4%), Candidate TG1 (n=1, 0.2%), Bacteroidetes (n=5, 1%), Acidobacteria (n=7,
1.4%), and Unclassified (n=6, 1.2%) (Figure1C). The alpha-Proteobacteria were the
most frequently represented bacterial phylum consisting of 18% of the bacterial hits.
Similar to other studies which show prokaryotic viruses are more numerous than
eukaryotic viruses (13, 19, 21), we found 93% of the viral hits to be hits to bacteriophage,
6% to eukaryotic viruses, and 1% to viral-unclassified. The tailed phage were the most
represented viral hits with the Siphoviridae being the most abundant viral family (n=65,
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53.7%). Three different families of Eukaryotic viruses were found: Herpesviridae (n=5,
4.1%), Anelloviridae (n=1, 0.8%), and Togaviridae (n=1, 0.8%) (Figure 1D). A hit to a
ssRNA virus is interesting considering this is a library constructed from dsDNA. The
sequence fragment that hit to the Togaviridae genome did not give a significant protein
hit. Although a majority of significant hits from a BLASTx comparison to the GenBank
nr protein database revealed unknown viral proteins, a number of different functional
viral proteins were also observed including: structural, terminases, integrases, portal,
primases, lysozyme, helicases, recombinases, and DNA polymerases.
Based on the taxonomic breakdown the soil sample appears to be a very diverse
community. The high relative abundance of Siphoviridae may indicate a large amount of
prophage or transducing phage within the library. In comparison with the Fierer et al.
study, similar phage were observed in both phage studies. Similar phage include:
Actinoplanes Asp2, Mycobacterium Bxz1, Mycobacterium Rosebush, Myxococcus
xanthus Mx8, and Burkholderia cepacia BcepC6B (56). Our results would further
support their observation that the soil harbors a distinct set of viruses and that viral
communities in different soils have commonalities.
Contig assembly
Since there is no universally conserved set of genetic loci among viruses,
assessing the diversity and viral species abundance from a metagenomic library analysis
is challenging. One method of estimating viral genetic diversity is by contig assembly.
Contig assembly aligns sequences that share homology to form a contig containing
multiple sequences. The specificity of the assembly (% identity and number of
overlapping base pairs) can be adjusted to obtain contigs containing sequences from very
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closely related phages. Breitbart et al. determined that using the contig assembly
parameters of 98% identity with a 20bp overlap enabled differentiation of T3 and T7
coliphages (21). Contig assembly was conducted on the WI soil viral library using these
highest stringency settings. A contig spectra of [1339 25 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0] was
obtained at this highest stringency of contig assembly and used for submission to the
PHACCS online tool. The logorithmic rank-abundance form was the best fit with an
error of 2.8. This algorithm estimated 1,700 different viral genotypes with the most
abundant virus representing 2.3% of the community.
Since a population of phage that infect a single host species may contain
significant genetic diversity between individuals it is hypothesized that lowering the
stringency settings will allow for the grouping of sequences from related phage. Varying
assemblies were run at different stringencies by changing the % identity from 80% to
85% to 98%. Each contig assembly produced unique contig spectra. As Fierer et al.
reported, the most stringent assembly of 98% identity and 20 bp overlap gave very few
(n=28) overlapping contigs with the highest number of sequences in a contig being 4.
Contig assembly at 85% ID gave 77 overlapping contigs with the highest number of
sequences in a contig being 18. Contig assembly at 80% ID gave the greatest amount of
overlapping contigs with the highest number of sequences in a contig being 41.
Regardless of stringency settings, multiple contigs were observed to have strong
homology with Actinoplanes Asp2 phage which is known to infect an Actinobacteria host
(Figure 2). The largest overlapping contig obtained was one containing 41 sequence
fragments. When compared against the GenBank nr/nt database, by tBLASTx
comparison, the top hit of the contig was to Actinoplanes phage phiAsp2 (Figure 3). The
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high frequency of contiguous sequence hits to the same phage indicates the high relative
abundance of this phage or closely related phages that are presumably specific to high
G+C Gram-positive Actinobacteria.
Comparison of two soil metagenomes
A soil viral metagenomic library was also constructed from Delaware soil by
Wommack et al. and the first comparative soil viral metagenomic analysis was
conducted. The Delaware soil viral metagenome contained 63.9% non-significant hits to
the GeneBank nr/nt database whereas the Wisconsin soil had a much lower percentage of
non-significant hits (50%) to this database. Both libraries contained a large percentage of
hits to bacterial proteins, although these are likely phage-derived.
Since a majority of the sequence fragments from both libraries did not have
significant similarity to sequences in the GenBank database, community comparisons
were made in two other ways. First, a G+C distribution was constructed based on the
individual G+C content of each sequence fragment in each library. The %G+C profiles
for both libraries were very similar (Figure 4). Both libraries showed a mean %G+C
distribution of 56%. The DE soil had a larger G+C percentage range of between 24%
and 74% and the WI soil had a G+C% range of 30% to 69%. The similar G+C profiles
indicated that the soils share similar viral communities dominated by high G+C genome
content Gram-positive microorganisms. To determine if the soils shared a distinct viral
community from marine viral communities, the soil G+C profile was compared to a G+C
profile from a Chesapeake Bay viral metagenomic library (13). The Chesapeake Bay
viral metagenome has a very different %G+C profile from the two soil libraries, with a
mean of 46% G+C. This data suggests that the two soil viral metagenomes are more
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similar to each other than they are to the Chesapeake Bay viral metagenome. This also
further supports the hypothesis of Fierer et al. that distinct natural environments harbor
distinct viral communities (56).
Another method to determine similarities between the two libraries is by BLAST
comparison. A heat plot of library BLAST comparisons was produced that included the
two soil viral metagenomes as well as other viral metagenomes from the Chesapeake
Bay, Deep-sea, Hypothermal vents, and Yellowstone Hot Springs (Figure 5). As
expected, the two soil viral metagenomes were more closely related to each other than to
the Chesapeake Bay. The DE soil was compared to all of the viral metagenomes and it
was more similar to the WI soil than it was to any other environment although it did share
a noticeable similarity to the Little Hot Creek hot spring, the deep-sea, and the
Hypothermal vent viral metagenomes. This similarity between soil viral metagenomic
libraries is striking, with 46% of the WI sequence fragments having a significant
homolog to a DE soil sequence fragment, whereas only 12% of the WI sequence
fragments had a significant homolog to a Chesapeake Bay sequence fragment.
A comparative metagenomic analysis shows us that the soil viral communities are
dominated by phage that presumably infect high %G+C Gram-positive Actinobacteria.
None of the culture-independent surveys of soil viruses have included a culturedependent analysis. It would be interesting to determine if a culture-dependent viral
analysis from the same soil sample would also be dominated by phage infecting Grampositive Actinobacteria. Unfortunately, no bacterial culture collection was prepared from
the Wisconsin or Delaware soil samples, although soil was stored for further analysis
from the WI study. A significant difficulty in pursuing a comparison of culture-
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dependent and –independent viral community analyses is the considerable diversity of the
soil bacterial community, considered to be the most phylogenetically diverse microbial
community on Earth. Future studies are needed to examine how differing methodologies
(based on culture-dependent and/or culture-independent analysis) reflect the viral
communities present in natural environments.
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Figure 1A – Classification of BLASTX hits against GenBank databases. Known hits are
defined by significant (E-value ≤0.001) hits to the GenBank nr/nt database, unknown hits
are defined as hits with a significant hit only to the GenBank env, and novel hits are
defined by non-significant hits.
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Figure 1B – Biological group breakdown of the WI soil library based on significant hits.
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Figure 1C – Significant hits to Eubacteria divisions.
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Figure 1D – Viral groups according to ICTV classification.
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Figure 2 – Contig Assembly plots to show abundance of hits to Acinoplanes phage
phiAsp2 (denoted in black).
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Figure 3 – Alignment of a contig with 41 sequences, and the top 5 BLASTx results.
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Figure 4 – G+C profiles of the DE soil, WI soil, and Chesapeake Bay viral metagenomic
libraries. The DE soil and WI soil library show a similar G+C profile and both contain a
mean G+C distribution of 56% compared to the Chesapeake Bay profile which contained
a mean G+C distribution of 46%.
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Figure 5 - A heat plot showing similarities between dsDNA viral metagenomic libaries.
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VIRAL COMMUNITIES IN ACTIVATED SLUDGE AND INFLUENT

Abstract
This study is the first viral metagenomic analysis of activated sludge and influent
samples as well as the first comparison between culture-dependent and –independent
analyses of viral communities. A phage culture collection containing 28 plaque-positive
(13 purified) phage was obtained. From the viral metagenomic libraries 1,161 sequences
from AS (activated sludge) (0.76 MB) and 618 sequences from IN (influent) (0.41MB)
were analyzed. Based on BLAST comparisons against the GenBank databases, it was
determined that the AS sample was much more diverse (10,001 genotypes) and less
characterized (35% novel) compared to the IN sample (160 genotypes and 18% novel).
DNA from cultured AS viruses was amplified using primers derived from sequences that
were abundant in the AS viral metagenomic library. A phylogenetic analysis of these
viral sequences from cultured phage revealed that the cultured phage were more similar
to the sequences obtained from a metagenomic library than to any sequence within the
GenBank database. These data reveal the striking degree of functional genetic diversity
within viruses in wastewater treatment samples, and the paucity of viral sequences within
existing GenBank databases.
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Introduction
Viruses are the most diverse and abundant biological entity in the biosphere, and
many studies show that a majority of viruses are bacteriophage (13, 18, 19, 21).
Although some specific virus/host systems are well studied with a very strong bias
towards medically important viruses, total environmental viral communities in natural
environments are just beginning to be studied in terms of their functional genetic
diversity and contributions to microbial ecology. Due to the necessity of a cultured host,
total viral communities are impossible to study in toto solely by using culture-dependent
methods. With the emergence of new culture-independent methods and metagenomic
tools, science is just now getting a glimpse at the abundance of viruses in natural
environments.
Bacteriophage play an active role in the ecology of the environments in which
they exist. Phages can affect biogeochemical cycles (17, 141, 142), are predators to
most organisms present (22, 129), affect population dynamics (98), and are responsible
for significant amounts of lateral gene transfer between microorganisms (76). Cultureindependent metagenomic studies on viral communities have been conducted for several
environments and have shown that the diversity and abundance of viruses present
exceeds the estimate given by the classical culture-dependent studies (13, 19, 21).
Historically the focus of wastewater viral studies has been on specific host/viral
interactions and the use of phages as indicators of the presence of specific hosts. More
recently, culture-independent methods have been applied to study the viral communities
in activated sludge (AS) (106). Total viral counts in AS have varied based on isolation
techniques and counting methods, but highest counts were observed by Otawa et al. who
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observed 108 – 109 viral like particles (VLPs) per ml of AS (106). From culturedependent studies on AS, phage have been isolated from 30%-60% of the cultured
bacterial isolates (68, 79, 80, 88). Hantula et al. found phage that infected approximately
18% of their cultured bacterial isolates from AS and that the phages exhibited a broad
host range (68). They also noted that approximately 16% of those phage were
thermosensitive as well as the appearance and disappearance of cultured phage (68). It
has been observed in several studies that coliphages are seen in high titers in influent, but
seem to decline in activated sludge (64, 161). Otawa et al. used pulse field gel
electrophoresis to examine viral communities from 14 full-scale wastewater treatment
plants. They noted the range of size of viral genomes in AS to be predominately between
40 and 200kb with 40-70 kb sized genomes the most frequent, and similar banding
patterns were observed between samples suggesting that the viral communities had many
viruses in common among AS communities (106). Varying temporal patterns in viral
populations in a laboratory-scale reactor were observed with two distinct bands emerging
and disappearing within a very short time period (106).
Recently there has been discussion of using phages to improve the efficiency of
the wastewater treatment process, including pathogen control and foam control in the AS
community (see source (156) for a review). With the idea of using phage as a means of
bacterial population control in AS, it is even more important to understand the viral
community that exists naturally in AS. Although it is known that phages exist in high
numbers in AS, the exact role the phages play in this environment is poorly understood
(106), and a survey of the total viral community has yet to be done. This study presents
the results of two viral metagenomic libraries constructed from AS and influent (IN) from
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the Southside Wastewater Treatment Plant in Auburn, Alabama. Also, a culturedependent survey of this same AS phage community and a sequence batch reactor was
conducted. None of the previous metagenomic surveys of viral communities have
attempted to link culture-dependent with culture-independent analyses; therefore, our
study is not only novel from the point of view of examining activated sludge viral
communities, but also in linking disparate methods of viral identification (i.e., culturedependent and –independent) to appreciate the abundance and diversity of viruses in
natural environments as well as the biases inherent in the methodology employed for
their study.

Materials and Methods

Sample collection and isolation of total viral community
Two hundred milliliter samples were collected from the IN and AS aeration basin
at the Southside Wastewater Treatment Plant (Auburn, AL) on July 10, 2007. Samples
were taken at 3:30 pm and were processed that afternoon.
To determine the best way to extract viruses from the activated sludge flock
particles, varying extracting methods were previously tried before the library sampling
day. Based on previous studies it was shown that beef extract was an effective elluent of
viruses from activated sludge and solid sludge samples (4, 5, 102). Viral extraction trials
were performed using varying ratios of beef extract to sludge and varying percentage of
beef extract to determine the best extraction method. After mixing AS with beef extract
at different volume ratios, the samples were agitated at room temperature for 30 min then
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the cellular matter was spun down by differential centrifugation. The viral-containing
supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 micron PVDF filter. The purified viral sample
was stained with SYBR Gold (Molecular Probes, Inc.) and viewed with an epifluorescent
microscope. Based on microscopic counts it was determined that 10% beef extract at
equal (or greater) volume ratio with AS provided the highest viral like particle (VLP)
yield (data not shown).
AS samples for library construction were combined with equal volume of 10x
beef extract. Samples were then agitated for 30 min at room temperature, and subjected
to centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 30 min. The supernatant was polyethylene glycol
(PEG) precipitated at 4˚C overnight. The overnight PEG solution was subjected to
centrifugation at 7,000 x g for 45 min. The viral pellet was resuspended in SM buffer
[100 mM NaCl, 8 mM MgSO4, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5)]. The resuspended solution

was subjected to centrifugation (12,000 x g for 10 min) and the supernatant was loaded
onto a cesium chloride (CsCl) step gradient and subjected to ultracentrifugation at
100,000 x g for 12 hours. The 1.35-1.5 mg ml-1 fraction was collected and used for DNA
extraction as well as viral direct counts.
Isolation of total viral community DNA
The purified viral sample was treated with Benzonase (250 units μl-1 final
concentration) at 37˚C overnight to eliminate any contaminating prokaryotic DNA.
Following benzonase inactivation (addition of 10 mM EDTA and heating at 70°C for 10
min), proteinase K (1mg ml-1 final) and 1% sodium dodecyl sulphate were added and
incubated at 37˚C for 2 hours to degrade viral protein coats. Proteins were removed by
phenol:cholorfom extraction and DNA was recovered by isopropanol precipitation. The
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DNA was used for pulsed field gel electrophoresis and sent to the Lucigen Corp.
(Middleton, WI) for library construction.
Direct viral counts
The CsCl purified viral solution was stained with SYBR Gold (Molecular Probes,
Inc.) and the VLPs were directly counted by epifluorescent microscopy using the Zeiss
Axiovert 200 Inverted Fluorescence Microscope. VLPs from 10 fields of view were
counted. No contaminating cells were observed. Following repetitive sample views,
the average counts were taken and it was determined that there were 6x106 VLP ml-1 in
the AS sample.
Bacterial culture collection
AS samples were serially diluted and plated onto LB and SWWA media and
incubated at room temperature for at least one week. Unique bacterial mophotypes were
restreaked for isolation and genomic DNA was isolated by bead beat extraction method.
The 16S rRNA gene from each culture was PCR amplified using universal bacterial
primer sets (27F and 1492R) and the resulting PCR products were restriction digested
with RsaI and restriction fragments were resolved on a 1.5% agarose gel. Unique
bacterial cultures were stored in glycerol at -80˚C (Parsley et al., manuscript in
preparation). In many cases multiple bacterial phylotypes were co-isolated but eventually
could be separated by sequential restreaking.
Viral culture collection and viral purification
Bacterial cultures from the activated sludge and bioreactor were grown in both LB
and LB supplemented with 1mM CaCl and 1mM MgCl at room temperature on a shaker
until log phase growth was observed. The cultures were then incubated with
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approximately 1.09x106 purified VLPs isolated from AS and the incubation was
continued under the same conditions overnight. Following incubation the solutions were
evenly divided and half the culture was chloroform lysed and the other half of the culture
was stored as a 7% DMSO stock. Spot tests with both chloroform lysed and non lysed
enrichment cultures as well as with 2.7x105 purified VLP from AS were performed on all
of the cultures to observe plaque formation. Plaque positive samples were then purified
by soft agar isolation (3). Phages that were plaque purified were collected for TEM and
for DNA extraction. DNA was extracted from viruses as described previously
Library construction and sequencing
Random shotgun genomic libraries of the viral communities were prepared at the
Lucigen Corp. (21, 124). Viral DNA was fragmented to approximately 1 to 3 kb
fragments and end-repaired to blunt-end each dsDNA molecule. The dsDNA was then
ligated to an adaptor (20 bp dsDNA sequence), and then primers specific to the adaptor
sequence were used to PCR amplify the dsDNA fragments, using only 15 rounds of
amplification. The viral amplicons were then purified over a silica column and ligated
into the pSmartLC vector, a low-copy cloning vector that has transcriptional terminators
flanking the cloning site to prevent transcription of viral genes (21, 124). Since many
viral-encoded gene products may be toxic to E. coli, this decreases cloning bias
associated with underrepresentation of clones containing genes toxic to the bacterial host.
The ligation was transformed into an E. coli strain DH10B and a glycerol stock was
prepared of the transformation mixture. The transformation was shipped to Auburn
University, where the number of transformants per microliter was assessed.
Transformants were plated onto LB agar containing Kan (30 μg/ml) and were picked
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using the Genetix QPix2 colony picking robot into 96-well format. After growth, sterile
50% glycerol was added to each well (final concentration, 15%) and plates were frozen at
-80°C. Seven 96-well plates (672 clones) from IN and 13 96-well plates (1,248 clones)
from AS were sent to the Lucigen Corp. for sequencing.
Pulse field gel electrophoresis
DNA from the same sample each library was constructed from was analyzed by
pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). DNA was electrophoresed through a 1% agarose
gel for 14 hours at 6 V per cm with a 30 sec switch time, while being cooled to 4oC.
Following electrophoresis the gel was stained in ethidium bromide for 30 min, then
destained in deionized water for 15 min and visualized with an Alpha imager® HP gel
documentation system (Alpha Innotech Corporation, San Leandro, CA, USA).
Sequence analysis
Sequences were screened for vector sequence, linker sequence, and minimum
base quality using Sequencher 4.8. Sequences were then manually monitored for
sequence quality. Following removal of poor sequences there were 1161 quality
sequences from AS (0.76 MB) and 618 quality sequences from IN (0.41MB). For
taxonomy assignments, sequences were compared against the GenBank nr/nt and env
databases using a tBLASTx comparison. The top 5 hits were used for analysis and only
matches with an E-value of ≤0.001 were considered significant. Significant hits were
categorized as either viral, bacterial, archeal, eukaryotic, or a mobile genetic element. In
cases where multiple significant hits were observed for a single query sequence, the
sequence was preferentially classified as viral if the hit occurred within the top five hits
(21). Mobile elements consisted of plasmids, synthetic sequences, transposons,
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transposases, pathogenecity island, and insertion sequences. Significant hits to phages
were further classified into phage families according to The International Committee on
Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) classification (74).
Open reading frames (ORFs) were identified using Chromas Pro v. 1.41. Each
ORF was compared to the GenBank non-redundant protein database by a BLASTx
comparison. Hits to bacterial genomes were further compared to a list of known
prophages. Proteins identified as being located on the genome of a known prophage were
categorized in the viral category. This constitutes 2.4% of the phage hits in the AS
library and 0.7% of the phage hits in the IN library.
Estimates of viral diversity and community structures
It is possible to predict viral population structure based on contig assembly
analysis of metagenomic libraries. A viral community with low genomic diversity would
have a larger number of sequences per each contig compared to a high diversity
community, based on the contig spectrums produced by assembly with Sequencher 4.8 as
described by Breitbart et al. (21). The online PHACCS tool was used for assessing viral
community diversity (6). The contig spectra were as follows: AS: 892 113 32 5 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 and IN: 522 47 13 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. The exponential rank abundance form was
predicted to be the best fit for the AS viral community and the lognormal rank abundance
form was predicted by PHACCS to be the best fit for IN.
Culture dependent and culture independent comparison method
I. Southern Blot with viral metagenomic DNA probe against cultured phage
DNAs isolated from all cultured viral isolates were denatured by boiling then 5
microliters of DNA was spotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane. A digoxigenin (DIG;
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Boehringer Mannheim) labeled probe was created using pooled metagenomic clone
plasmids as template for PCR with a pSmart vector-specific primer set. A number of
hybridizations with varying stringencies were performed, and probe hybridization was
detected by Anti-Digoxigenin-AP Fab fragments (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) with
NBT/BCIP (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) used for colorimetric detection.
II. PCR of cultured phage DNA with primers based on contig sequences
Contig assembly of viral metagenomic sequences was performed using assembly
criteria of 80% identity with at least a 20 bp overlap in order to assemble sequences from
the most abundant viral types (21). These contigs were then analyzed by BLAST
comparisons to GenBank databases and contigs with significant hits to bacterial taxa that
were present in the AS bacterial culture collection were selected. Primers were designed
to target regions of the contigs that were 100% identical with homologous genes (Table
1). Touchdown PCR was performed using each primer set on all cultured phage DNAs.
PCR amplicons were analyzed by gel electrophoresis, and amplicons chosen for
sequencing were column purified (PCR clean-up kit, Promega). PCR products were
sequenced at Auburn University using forward and reverse primer reactions. A
consensus sequence with 100% agreement between forward and reverse sequences was
identified using Chromas Pro sequence analysis software.
Phylogenetic analysis
The evolutionary history was inferred using the Maximum Parsimony method
(45). The bootstrap consensus tree inferred from 500 replicates is taken to represent the
evolutionary history of the taxa analyzed (54). Branches corresponding to partitions
reproduced in less than 50% bootstrap replicates are collapsed. The percentage of
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replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (500
replicates) are shown next to the branches (54). The MP tree was obtained using the
Close-Neighbor-Interchange algorithm [(103), pg. 128] with search level 3 (54, 103) in
which the initial trees were obtained with the random addition of sequences (10
replicates). The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths calculated using the average
pathway method [see pg. 132 in ref. (103)] and are in the units of the number of changes
over the whole sequence . All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated
from the dataset (Complete Deletion option). For contig110 there were a total of 110 total
positions in the final dataset, out of which 58 were parsimony informative. For contig30
there were a total of 88 positions in the final dataset, out of which 65 were parsimony
informative. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted using MEGA4 (139).

Results and Discussion
Isolation of bacteriophages infecting cultured bacteria
The first objective of this study was to isolate bacteriophages that infect the
collection of unique bacterial isolates previously identified from the AS community
(Parsley et al., manuscript in preparation). Viral enrichment was performed in the
presence and absence of Ca and Mg. Following plaque assays, the supplemented and
non-supplemented media produced similar yields for phage enrichment and identification
with the supplemented media producing two additional plaque positive cultures.
Chloroform lysis of the bacterial cells following enrichment led to the identification of 14
and 8 additional plaque-forming enrichments from the supplemented and nonsupplemented media, respectively. Of the 56 cultured isolates from AS, 24 cultures
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showed plaque formation following a spot lysis test of the viral enrichments onto a lawn
of the pure bacterial culture (Table 2). Of the 16 sequencing batch reactor-derived
bacterial cultures, four were plaque positive (Table 2). Following lytic tests, soft agar
overlays were done to obtain phage in pure culture. Of 28 plaque positive phage/host
combinations, only 13 were able to be purified (11 from AS hosts and 2 from SBR hosts).
Out of the 15 that were not able to be purified, it is probable that many of these were
lysogenic phage. It is also possible that some phage are thermosensitive as suggested by
Hantula et al. (68). In one case it was not necessary to use a viral enrichment to identify
a phage, as a pseudolysogenic phage was identified in a Brevibacterium sanguinis isolate
(Figure1). To our knowledge, this is the first report of a pseudolysogenic phage observed
to infect Brevibacterium sanguinis. The inability to purify some phage isolates resembles
the results of Hantula et al., who observed several phage that produced isolated plaques
during the first round of infection in high titers, but no plaques were observed during
subsequent infection.
Pulsed field gel electrophoresis analysis of viral communities
The viral DNA samples were electrophoresed using PFGE, revealing a range of
viral genome sizes predominantly in the 50 kb size range (Figure 2). The DNA from
sample date July 2006 was too concentrated to observe individual bands. There is a
noticeable difference in bands between June and July 2007 sample dates with the July
sample containing more intense bands at a lower genome size. The influent and the
activated sludge samples from July 2007 show similar average genome size and DNA
intensities at the expected 50 kb range. In each of these samples it was difficult to
visualize individual phage bands, and therefore comparison of phage communities via
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PFGE suffers from low resolution making this technique useful in determining the
approximate average genome size of the most abundant viral types and lacking in the
ability to track distinct phage populations or in gathering information regarding viral
genetic diversity.
Metagenomic libraries
Viral metagenomic libraries were constructed from both IN and AS samples. A
total of 1,161 and 618 sequencing reads were determined for the AS and IN libraries,
respectively. For the AS virome the average read length was 644 bp. PCR amplification
of a pooled library template, using vector-specific primers, revealed a range of insert
sizes from 2.5 kb to <250 bp, with an approximate average insert size of 1kb (Figure 3).
Bioinformatic analysis
Following sequence generation, the quality sequence reads from AS and IN were
compared to multiple databases in GenBank. Fragments were categorized as either 1)
known, 2) unknown, or 3) novel based on comparison to the non-redundant nucleotide
and the environmental nucleotide databases by tBLASTx analysis. A sequence with a
significant hit to the nr/nt database was considered known. A sequence with no
significant hit to the nr/nt database and a significant hit to the env/nt database was
considered as unknown. A sequence with no significant hit to either database was
considered novel. For the AS library, 55% of the sequences were known, 13% were
unknown, and 32% were novel. For the IN library 74% of the sequences were known,
8% were unknown, and 18% were novel (Figure 4A). The known hits were further
broken down into taxonomic groups. Taxonomic assignments were made based on
significant hits to the nr/nt database using a tBLASTx comparison. The top 5 significant
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hits for each sequence were considered. If a hit to a viral genome was in the top 5 the
sequence was preferentially called as viral. Hits to mobile genetic elements were
classified in a separate category and included plasmids, insertion sequences, integrases,
transposons, transposases, synthetic sequences, and vector sequences. Of the 641 known
hits for the AS library, 389 (61%) were to bacterial genomes (mean E-value: 1.04E-4),
140 (22%) were to viral genomes (mean E-value: 4.72E-5), 57 (9%) were to MGE (mean
e-value: 5.21E-5), 53 (8%) were to eukaryotic genomes (mean e-value: 9.76E-5), and 2
(<1%) were to archaeal genomes (mean e-value:6.5E-4). Of the 457 known hits for the
IN library, 309 (68%) were to bacterial genomes, 76 (17%) were to MGE, 66 (14%) were
to viral genomes, 6 (1%) were to eukaryotic genomes (Figure 4B). The taxonomic
groups for both libraries were further categorized.
The high number of non-viral hits in the taxonomic distribution may be
counterintuitive if these libraries represent solely viral genome sequences. However,
after reviewing previous viral metagenomic analyses from natural environments and
considering the high frequency of lysogenic viruses, the high number of non-viral hits is
to be expected. First, the methodology used to isolate and purify the viruses takes
measures to prevent contaminating prokaryotic cells (i.e., differential centrifugation and
membrane filtration) and contaminating DNA (i.e., exonuclease digestion) from
interfering with the sample. The CsCl gradient step will free the viral sample of not only
contaminating cell, but also contaminating free floating DNA that might be present (21,
134). An exonuclease step was also included prior to viral lysis to further eliminate any
contaminating prokaryotic DNA. Secondly, since viruses require such an intimate
relation with their host, it is reported that many viruses mimic their host cell
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characteristics (such as G+C content and tetranucleotide usage frequencies) leading to an
expected “background of homology” between virus and host (13, 114). Thirdly, studies
on purified phage cultures show that that 30%-50% of phage ORFs will give significant
BLAST hits to bacterial homologs (19, 33, 111, 123). Pedulla et al. showed that purified
phage genomes are more similar to bacterial ORFs than to other phage ORFS (19, 111).
Fourth, non-viral hits could represent uncharacterized prophage or transducing phages.
Finally, with only a handful of viral metagenomic studies conducted, there is little
information on viral communities represented in the GenBank database. This accounts
for the low percentage of viral hits to the GenBank database. Since no metagenomic
study has been conducted on activated sludge or influent, we would expect a large
percentage of the sample sequences to be uncharacterized.
Eleven different phyla as well as some unclassified hits were represented in the
389 AS bacterial sequences. The phylogenetic breakdown of the AS bacterial hits to the
representing phylum are as follows: Proteobacteria (n=281,72.2%), Actinobacteria (n=73,
18.7%), Firmicute (n=14, 3.6%), Unclassified (n=7, 1.2%), Spirochetes (n=3, 0.8%),
Acidobacteria (n=2, 0.5%), Deinococcus-Thurmus (n=2, 0.5%), Bacteroidetes (n=2,
0.5%), Cyanobacteria (n=2, 0.5%), Chloroflexi (n=1, 0.25%), Thermotogae (n=1,
0.25%), Chlorobi (n=1, 0.25%). The gamma-Proteobacteria were the most commonly
found significant hit representing 26% of the total bacterial sequences (Figure 4C)
Ninety-five percent of the viral hits found in the AS library were to bacteriophage.
There were hits to the eukaryotic viruses in Herpesviridae (n=4, 2.9%), Poxviridae (n=2,
1.4%), and Phycodnaviridae (n=1, 0.7%). Of the bacteriophage hits, 10 sequences gave
hits to unclassified bacteriophages. Of the known tailed bacteriophage hits there were 46
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hits to Myoviridae (32.9%), 44 hits to Siphoviridae (31.4%), 28 hits to Podoviridae
(20%) and 5 hits to unclassified Caudovirales (3.8%). Ten of the viral hits were to
unclassified phage (7.1%) (Figure 4D). The viral sequence hits were then further
analyzed for functional categorization (Table 5).
Although the IN library contained a slightly higher percentage of hits to bacterial
genomes, there were only 7 different phyla represented as well as an unclassified
bacterial hit. The bacterial phylogenetic breakdown of the IN library is as follows:
Proteobacteria (277, 89.6%), Firmicute (10, 3.2%), Actinobacteria (8, 2.6%),
Bacteroidetes (7, 2.3%), Spirochetes (3, 1.0%), Cyanobacteria (2, 0.6%), Acidobacteria
(1, 0.3%), and unclassified bacteria (1, 0.3%). In this library the alpha-Proteobacteria
were the most common phyla representing 58% of the bacterial hits (Figure 4C).
Similar to the AS library, 94% of the IN viral sequences were to bacteriophage.
An interesting observation was a hit to the ssRNA viral family Noroviridae. The other
eukaryotic viral families represented were Herpesviridae (2, 3%) and Baculoviridae (1,
1.5%). All of the bacteriophage hits were to the Caudovirales and were further broken
down as follows Myoviridae (29, 43.9%), Podoviridae (22, 33.3%), Siphoviridae (9,
13.6%), and unclassified Caudovirales (2, 3.0%) (Figure 4D). The viral sequence hits
were then further analyzed for homology based functional categorization (Table 5).
From these data, several comparisons between the two samples can be made.
First, the genetic diversity of viruses within the AS sample appears to be much less
similar to GenBank database sequences compared to the IN sample, as only 55% of the
AS library contained a known sequence fragment compared to 74% of the influent data.
Also, the AS library contained a higher percentage (32%) of novel sequences than the IN
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library (18%). Secondly, based on the taxonomic data, the AS library appears to be more
diverse than the IN library. There are 13 different bacterial phyla represented in the AS
library compared to only 7 in the IN library. With AS being less similar to known
sequences and more phylogenetically diverse, it is hypothesized that the AS viral
community has a significantly greater genomic heterogeneity compared to the IN viral
community. This is supported by analysis of viral community structures by PHACCS,
which estimated the AS viral community to include 10,001 viral genomes whereas the IN
viral community was estimated to have 160 viral genomes. Third, it is interesting to note
the higher frequency of hits to eukaryotes in the AS sample. This finding is not
surprising considering the diverse species of protozoa and algae present in AS. It is also
interesting to note the higher frequency of sequences with homology to MGEs in the
influent library. It was originally hypothesized that the AS would be a more suitable
environment for horizontal gene exchange due to the high cell density and close cell
contact. However, the lower incidence of MGE in the activated sludge sample could be a
consequence of the higher incidence of Siphoviridae, and/or reflect a higher frequency of
MGE-like sequences within mammalian gut flora that contribute to the IN sample. Since
the AS community has been evolving as a stable community for many years as opposed
to the influent community which is a more transient community, this community stability
is reflected in the greater diversity of prokaryotes and viruses within the AS sample.
Combined phylogeny
Both the AS and the IN libraries were compared to the nr/nt database using
BLASTx analysis. The top 5 significant hits were reviewed for each sequence and if a
viral protein was in the top 5 hits then the sequence was identified as viral in origin.
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Following this analysis, the tBLASTx data and BLASTx data were compared for each
sequence to determine a combined taxonomic grouping for the two libraries. If a viral hit
was found in either the tBLASTx comparison or the BLASTx comparison the sequence
was categorized as viral. If there was a discrepancy between the taxonomic classification
by both BLASTx and tBLASTx analyses then ORFs for the sequence were predicted
using Chromas Pro and a BLASTx analysis was performed for each ORF against the
nr/nt database. All ORF BLASTx results were then compared to the tBLASTx data to
look for a consistent taxonomic result. Most of the unresolved taxonomies were resolved
by this method, but for a few sequences the combined taxonomic classification was based
on the BLAST hit with the lowest E-value, thus the most significant homolog was used in
taxonomic classification.
For the AS library a taxonomic breakdown based on a combined tBLASTx and
BLASTx analyses is as follows: Nonsignificant (n=473, 40.7% ), bacterial (n=365,
31.4%), Viral (n=223, 19.2%), Eukaryotic (n=59, 5.1%), MGE (n=37, 3.2%), Archaeal
(n=4, 0.3%). For the IN library: Nonsignificant (n=138, 22.3%), Bacterial (n=298, 48%),
Viral (n=111, 18%), MGE (n=63, 10.1%), Eukaryotic (n=7, 1.1%), Archaeal (n=1, 0.2%)
(Figure 4E).
The combined phylogenetic classification based on BLASTx and tBLASTx
analyses gives us a more complete determination of the phylogenetic classification of the
viral libraries, but it is important to consider some potential biases in the analysis. Since
ORFs were not called for all of the sequences it could be argued that some small
percentage of the sequences might be classified in an incorrect taxonomic category. For
example, Breitbart et al. noticed several of their clones would give a viral hit when
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sequenced at one end, but a bacterial or eukaryotic hit when sequenced at the opposite
end of the insert (21). Using BLASTx data without calling ORFs will produce a result
for a single protein per sequence whether the sequence contains information for one or
more than one protein. The BLASTx result for each sequence will be to the protein on
the sequence that has the lower E-value. Therefore, some of the sequences fragments
categorized in the bacterial, archaeal, and eukaryotic groups could contain a viral protein
with a higher E-value on another location on the fragment. This would make the
combined phylogeny an underestimate of viral homology. However, as the average
length of each sequence read was 644 bp and 662 bp for the AS and IN libraries
respectively, and the probability is low that multiple ORFs with differing taxonomic
classification would exist on a single sequence read, the estimate of taxonomic
distribution of the viral libraries should be reasonably close to what would be achieved by
calculating taxonomic distributions for each ORF on every sequence. As was previously
discussed, the percentage of hits to bacterial (or other host genomes) is likely a vast
overestimation of the contribution of bacterial-derived genes to the viral genomes, and is
most likely a function of the paucity of environmental viral genomes within GenBank
databases. Due to this severe database bias, the exact taxonomic distribution within the
viral metagenomic libraries is also severely biased in favor of prokaryotes, so that the
small effect that may be seen from incorporating BLAST analysis of each ORF would be
inconsequential to the actual taxonomic distribution. Fortunately, by submitting the
sequence from this study into the GenBank databases, future studies of viral communities
will be less biased in favor of prokaryotic taxa.
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Library diversity estimates
Since there is no universally conserved set of genetic loci among viruses,
assessing the diversity and viral species abundance from a metagenomic library analysis
is challenging. One method of accessing this information is by contig assembly. Contig
assembly aligns sequences that share homology to form a contig containing multiple
sequences. You can adjust the specificity of the alignment (% identity and number of
overlapping base pairs) to obtain contigs containing sequences from very closely related
phages. Breitbart et al. determined that using the contig assembly parameters of 98%
identity with a 20bp overlap enabled differentiation of T3 and T7 coliphages (21). A
contig assembly was performed using Sequencher 4.8 on both the AS and IN library with
assembly criteria of 98% identity and 20bp overlap. The contig spectra obtained from
both libraries were then processed the PHACCS tool (http://biome.sdsu.edu/phaccs/) (6).
The exponential and the niche-preemption rank-abundance forms were the best fit for the
AS library (Table 4). Based on the exponential form, the AS library contained 10,001
different viral genotypes with the most abundant virus representing 2.27% of the
community. The lognormal rank-abundance form was the best fit for the IN library
(Table 5). Based on the lognormal form the IN sample contained 160 different viral
genotypes with the most abundant virus representing 7% of the community (for direct
comparison purposes, the exponential form applied to the IN contig spectrum yielded a 9
point increase in error over the lognormal form, but predicted 10,001 different genotypes,
with the most abundant virus representing 3.4% of the community). While these may be
conservative estimates, they are consistent with the other data suggesting that AS is more
diverse than IN. The high relative abundance of the most abundant virus in the IN library
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may suggest that there was a particular lytic virus that was dominant during the time of
sampling.
Viral proteins
Following the tBLASTx and BLASTx analysis, sequences in the combined
phylogeny viral category were further examined to determine viral protein functional
assignment. ORFs were called on each sequence and a BLASTx analysis was conducted
against the nr/nt database. ORFs with significant hits were assigned into functional
categories. There were 33 different groups of functional protein hits for the AS library
and 22 for the IN library (Table 5). This is consistent with the taxonomic results
suggesting that the activated sludge sample was more functionally diverse than the
influent sample.
Culture-independent vs. culture-dependent results
To determine the similarities between the culture-dependent and cultureindependent community assessments, two methods were utilized. A Southern blot (dotblot) DNA hybridization using a DIG-labeled probe constructed from the pooled AS
library DNA was performed against all of the cultured viral isolates. No hybridization
was observed between the pooled metagenomic library and the cultured isolates, despite
successful hybridization to positive control samples (data not shown). This could be due
to the cultured viruses existing at low relative abundance within the activated sludge
community and therefore were not represented in the viral metagenomic library. This
demonstrates the extreme bias in the cultivation of environmental viruses, as they may
not represent the most relatively abundant viruses within the community.
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The second method to compare culture-dependent and –independent analyses of
viral communities was based on the contig assembly data from the AS metagenomic
library. Contig assembly at 80% mismatch and 20 base pair overlap resulted in 152
different contigs with at least 2 sequences per contig. Contigs were compared to the
GenBank nr database by BLASTx and sorted based on similarities to the cultured isolate
phylogeny. From the data there were four contigs that showed similar phylogeny
matches to those represented in the culture collection. The four phylogenies represented
by the contigs and cultures are: Citrobacter sp., Aeromonas sp., Acinetobacter sp., and
Klebsiella sp. Oligonucleotide primers were designed from the four contigs. Contig 134
was over 600 bp long so two primers were developed specific to that contig sequence
(Table 1). DNA from the purified phages was extracted and amplified in a PCR reaction
using the metagenomic sequence-specific primers. Out of the 65 different reactions, only
three gave products. The three viral PCR products, one from virus 47 (contig 30-specific
primers) and two from viruses 5 and 53 (contig 110-specific primers) were sequenced in
both the forward and reverse directions. These sequences were compared to the
metagenomic sequences within the specific contigs used for primer design as well as
other top matches from the GenBank database. A phylogenetic tree was constructed to
determine the phylogenetic relationships between the cultured viral sequences, the
metagenomic sequences, and related sequences in GenBank (Figures 5 and 6). In every
case the viral metagenomic sequences were more closely related to the cultured phage
sequence than to any other sequence in the GenBank database. The phylogenetic
affiliation between the culture-independent viral sequences and the culture-dependent
viral sequences had high bootstrap support, with > 50% support for each clade.
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TABLE 1 – Designed primers from metagenome library used for amplification of viral
isolate DNA.
Contig ID

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

C19

5’-CAC AAC GTC GTC

5’ – GAC GTA AGG AGC

GTG TAG – 3’

ACT TGG – 3’

5’ – TGC TGT TGG TCA

5’ – TCT ATC GAT CTG

TGG AAG – 3’

GCT TGG – 3’

5’ – GTA TCA GAT ACA

5’ ATC GCC ATT TGA

AGC GGC – 3’

ACA TAG – 3’

5’ – ACG AGA GAG GAT

5’ GCT CAC TCA TTA

GCT CAC – 3’

GGC ACC – 3’

5’ – TGA GAG AGT TGC

5’ – TGG TGT CGA TGG

AGC AAG – 3’

TAG AAC – 3’

C30

C110

C134A

C134B
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Table 2. – Phylogenetic breakdown of the bacterial host to the cultured phage. The
phylogeny of the bacterial hosts on the x-axis and the number of isolates that tested
plaque positive.
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Figure1 – Plaques from a pseudolysogenic bacteriophage on Brevibacterium sanguinis.
Consecutive streaks of isolated colonies with no plaque formation yielded plaque
production.
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Figure 2. Pulse Field Gel Electrophoresis: Image of stained viral community DNA. Lane
one represents the molecular weight marker. Lane 2-4 are activated sludge samples from
the given dates. Lane 5 is a sequencing batch reactor sample from the given date. Lane 7
is the influent sample from given date. Libraries were constructed from the same
samples as lane 4 and 7.

Library

AS
7/06

AS
6/07

AS
7/07

48 Kb
24 Kb
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Figure 3– Inserts from a plasmid preparation on the AS viral metagenomic library were
amplified and run on a 1% agarose gel to determine the average insert size.

3kb
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2kb
1.5kb

1kb
750bp
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Figure 4A – Comparison of metagenomic analysis between the AS and IN metgenomic
libraries. tBLASTx comparisons between the GenBank nr/nt and env/nt databases were
conducted. Sequences with significant (≤ 0.001 E-value) hits to the nr/nt database were
considered known, sequences with significant hit to the env/nt database but a
nonsignificant hit to the nr/nt database was considered unknown, and sequences with no
significant hit to either nucleotide database was considered novel.
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Figure 4B – Phylogenetic breakdown of the significant hits from the AS and IN
metagenomic libraries based on a tBLASTx comparison against the Genebank nr-nt
database.
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Figure 4C – Phylogenetic breakdown of the eubacterial hits from the AS and IN
metagenomic libraries based on a tBLASTx comparison against the GenBank nr/nt
database.
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Figure 4D – Viral breakdown from the AS and IN metagenomic libraries based on a
tblastx comparison against the GenBank nr/nt database.
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Figure 4E - Taxonomic groupings based on a combination of the tBLASTx and BLASTx
comparisons giving significant hits..
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Table 3 - PHACCS results for the AS library contig spectra based on a 98% similarity
and a 20bp overlap.
Rankabundance
form

Error

Richness
(genotypes)

Evenness

ShannonWiener
Index

0.976

Most
abundant
genotype
(percentage
of
community)
3.88%

Power

22.5

113

Exponential 15.5

10001

0.518

2.27%

4.77 nats

Logarithmic

26.1

104

0.985

4.11%

4.57 nats

Lognormal

19.6

133

0.955

3.8%

4.67 nats

Niche-

15.5

2220

0.619

2.27%

4.77

16.9

170

0.919

3.36%

4.72

4.61 nats

preemption
Broken stick
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Table 4 - PHACCS results for the IN library contig spectra based on a 98% similarity and
a 20bp overlap.
Rankabundance
form

Error

Richness
(genotypes)

Evenness

ShannonWiener
Index

0.94

Most
abundant
genotype
(percentage
of
community)
7.1%

Power

11

120

Exponential

19

10001

0.47

3.4%

4.4 nats

Logarithmic

14

92

0.96

7.3%

4.4 nats

Lognormal

10

160

0.89

7%

4.5 nats

Niche-

19

10001

0.47

3.4%

4.4 nats

17

120

0.91

4.5%

4.4 nats

4.5 nats

preemption
Broken stick
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Table 5 – Breakdown of functional proteins found in the AS and IN metagenomic
libraries based on sequence homology and blastx comparison to the GenBank nr protein
database.
Protein
Unknown
DNA Methylase
DNA Replication
DNA Packaging
DNA Binding
DNA Transposition
DNA Polymerase
RNA Polymerase
RNA Ligase
Reverse Transcriptase
Ribonucleoside Reductase
Endonuclease
Exonuclease
Recombinase
Primase
Terminase
Transposase
Integrase
Helicase
Protease
Carboxylase
Portal
Lysozyme
Prophage antirepressor
Host specificity
Prohead Protease
Head Completion
Head Morphogenesis
Head Protein
Phage Coat
Capsid
Virion Structure
Internal Virion
Capsid Scaffolding
Encapsidation
Tegument
Tail Fiber
Tail Tape
Tail Assembly
Tail Component
Tail Sheath
Tail Tube
Tape Measure
Type III Restriction
Integral Membrane
TerL
Late Promotor
Totals

AS Library
113
15
2
1
2
0
6
0
1
2
1
5
0
2
2
11
1
6
8
1
0
12
3
0
0
2
2
2
0
1
2
4
1
0
0
0
7
4
4
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
228

IN Library
40
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
12
0
2
1
0
0
7
0
6
1
0
1
0
0
5
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
5
0
9
2
1
8
0
0
0
6
3
1
0
0
0
1
118
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Figure 5 - Evolutionary relationships of phage sequences derived from culture-dependent
and –independent sources and related IS4 transposases.
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Figure 6 - Evolutionary relationships of phage sequences derived from culture-dependent
and –independent sources and related phage gp4 head completion proteins
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